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“Building on Sand” Stands Tall at Good
Luck Macbeth

Building on Sand Stands Tall at Good Luck Macbeth
By: Oscar Ceezon

I attended the opening of Good Luck Macbeth’s Building on
Sand with great excitement. Though I knew little of the play
or the playwright, I was told that the piece combined two of
my favorite joys of life: British humor and sex.

Claire Booker’s comedic farce explores one family and their
friends’ holiday on the seaside coast, as Juliette Jenkins,
along with her husband Richard, his best friend Dan, and Dan’s
French girlfriend, Berenice, tends to her Aunt Dot, who is
recovering from illness. As Aunt Dot fervently builds a sand
castle to protect England from the ocean’s waves, Richard,
paranoid his wife is capable of infidelity, enlists the help of his
philandering, debonair friend Dan to pursue and seduce his
wife. Everything seems to be going according to plan, as
characters cloak themselves in deception, until the rampant
lies start to strain the relationships of the characters and

force them to question the meaning of their own lives. What ensues is a hilarious set of bizarre
circumstances, awkward, sexual tension-filled moments, and a fantastical resolution that will
leave you laughing at the absurdity of it all.

The key to any comedy is timing; this is not an easy skill. The actors, for the most part, truly
understand the nature and execution of comedy; a credit to director Amanda Alvey, for
effectively casting the show. Richard delights audiences with his quirky antics. Ian Sorensen,
who plays Richard, is a principal player for the improv comedy troupe The Utility Players and
has a hilarious, physical presence on stage. Juliette, grounds the production with her dry wit
and delivery, harkening back to an Oscar Wilde period piece, where the humor lies in the
subtle quips and clever intonation.  Dan woos audiences with his suave charm and sly remarks;
though, I felt his energy peaked prematurely and lacked variety at times. Aunt Dot and
Berenice, ultimately won me over in the end and delivered some of the funniest bits of the
show -, though both had a slow and questionable start.

I laughed throughout the entirety of the show. Whether it was the ridiculous premise, the
highly-charged sexual innuendoes, or the senile musings of an old woman, the wealth of humor
present in this production is boundless. I thoroughly enjoyed the production. Was it perfect?
Certainly not, but was the show entertaining and enjoyable? Definitely. The production benefits
from an already brilliant script, which the cast brings to life.  What really sold the production
for me were the subtle, easily unnoticed gestures and facial expressions of the cast. There was
a moment when perky, bouncy Berrenice delivered a deadpan line out to the audience and I,
along with the rest of the audience, lost it. I can only assume that throughout the course of the
production, the actors will find new improv moments to enhance the overall show.

While the physical humor in the show was fantastic, at times I found the mannerisms of some
characters distracting as they bounced around the stage, gesturing emphatically, as if to
emphasize certain jokes or lines. All of this produced feelings of nausea within me that had me
wishing that the nautically themed production came with a Dramamine. Of course, as an actor,
I empathize with the premiere jitters, which can impact your movements, even when you don’t
intend to. The cast also struggled with maintaining their accents which, though
understandable, did distract from the overall feel of the show.  At times the show suffered
from pace issues. Some moments were slow, as cast members timidly tiptoed into the sea,
while others seemed rushed, as they cannonballed themselves into the thick of it all.

What was unclear, for me, was the ending; how did the characters feel about how the drama of
their lives unfolded? Did they view their reassembled sand castle with mourning, joy, or tragic
resignation? Though I felt closure at the show’s end, I couldn’t help but wonder … but perhaps
that is the design of show. The play explores the nature of happiness and what in life brings us
joy. Are we content with the lives that we are leading ,or, are we hiding behind the wall of our
castle, fearful of the uncertain tides of life?

I give, Building on Sand, 3 encores out of 5.Though the production had its less than successful
moments, Building on Sand, currently playing at Good Luck Macbeth Theater now through
October 20th, is an hilarious show and certainly worth seeing. All tickets are only $13. Check
out www.goodluckmacbeth.org for information about show dates and times.
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